ALL VIKINGS: A-Viking we will go tonight, the dragon ship is waiting.

CHORUS Ay! Oh! Ay! Oh!

1 Dragon ships
   Speed across the sea,
   What belongs to you
   Will soon belong to me.

2 Dragon ships
   Cutting through the waves,
   We’ll rob you of your wealth,
   We’ll grab ourselves some slaves.

CHORUS

3 Dragon ships
   Looming through the fog,
   We murder and we maim,
   And we’ll treat you like a dog.

4 Dragon ships
   Stop us if you dare,
   We’ll set your home ablaze,
   We’ll leave your bodies there.

CHORUS

5 Dragon ships
   Speed across the sea,
   What belongs to you
   Will soon belong to me.

   Group 1
   6 Dragon ships
      Speed across the sea,
      What belongs to you
      Will soon belong to me.

   Group 2
      Ay!
      Oh!
      Ay!
      Will soon belong to me.
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